New residual current breakers with overload save 50 percent space in electric distribution boards

The new 5SV1 RCBOs from Siemens for the first time combine residual current and overload protection in one modular width (MW). The compact devices protect people from dangerous electrical shots and at the same time prevent overcurrent damage to cables, along with the failure of electrical systems and loads in buildings, infrastructure and industry. In the event of a fault, they safely and reliably disconnect all circuits from the network. Compared to conventional devices, the 5SV1 RCBOs require only half the space. This enables more protection devices to be installed in a distributor and existing installations to be easily expanded with new protection functions in a space-saving solution. The protection devices can also be connected in a 5SM6 AFD unit block – thus offering personal, line and preventive fire protection in only two MWs.

The 5SV1 RCBOs expand the residual current protective devices out of the Sentron portfolio from Siemens. All components are available in several types and versions. They each detect different types of residual current and are suitable for different areas of application. The 5SV1 RCBOs are available as Type AC and Type A. These versions trip in the event of sinusoidal AC residual currents, which can occur on almost all electrical loads. Type A RCBOs also detect pulsating DC residual currents. These can occur, for example, in residential and non-residential buildings having single-phase loads with electronic components in the power supply, e.g. in the case of electronic voltage reducers or dimmers.
This press release and further material is available at
www.siemens.com/press/PR2018030192EMEN
For further information on Division Energy Management, please see
www.siemens.com/energy-management
For further information on residual current breakers, please see
www.siemens.com/rccb
More information about the Light+Building can be found at:
www.siemens.com/press/lightbuilding-2018
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Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence, innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for 170 years. The company is active around the globe, focusing on the areas of electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the world’s largest producers of energy-efficient, resource-saving technologies, Siemens is a leading supplier of efficient power generation and power transmission solutions and a pioneer in infrastructure solutions as well as automation, drive and software solutions for industry. The company is also a leading provider of medical imaging equipment – such as computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging systems – and a leader in laboratory diagnostics as well as clinical IT. In fiscal 2017, which ended on September 30, 2017, Siemens generated revenue of €83.0 billion and net income of €6.2 billion. At the end of September 2017, the company had around 377,000 employees worldwide. Further information is available on the Internet at www.siemens.com.